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QUESTION 1

An administrator created a six node Virtual SAN cluster, created a fault domain, and moved three of the six nodes into
that domain. 

A node that is a member of the fault domain fails. 

What is the expected result? 

A. The remaining two fault domain members are treated as failed. 

B. The remaining two fault domain members stay protected by the domain. 

C. One of the non-member nodes will be automatically added to the fault domain. 

D. VMware High Availability will restart virtual machines on remaining nodes in the domain. 

Correct Answer: A 

When the member of the fault domain fails, the remaining two fault domain members are treated as failed too. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which password meets ESXi 6.x host password requirements? 

A. 8kMVnn2x! 

B. zNgtnJBA2 

C. Nvgt34kn44 

D. !b74wr 

Correct Answer: A 

A valid password requires a mix of upper and lower case letters, digits, and other characters. You can use a 7-character
long password with characters from at least three of these four classes, or a 6-character long password containing 

characters from all the classes. A password that begins with an upper case letter and ends with a numerical digit does
not count towards the number of character classes used. It is recommended that the password does not contain the 

username. 

A passphrase requires at least 3 words, can be 8 to 40 characters long, and must contain enough different characters. 

Reference: 

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_USandcmd=displayKC andexternalId=1012033 

 

QUESTION 3



What is the minimum Virtual Hardware version required for vFlash Read Cache? 

A. Version 8 

B. Version 9 

C. Version 10 

D. Version 11 

Correct Answer: C 

Version 10 is the minimum version needed for vFlash Read cache. Reference:
https://virtualizationreview.com/articles/2014/01/16/flash-read-cache.aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator is configuring Storage I/O Control. After enabling, the administrator notices high device latency and
poor storage performance. Which two actions would likely reduce latency and improve functionality? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the congestion threshold to 15ms 

B. Set the congestion threshold value to 5ms 

C. Ensure that each datastore has independent spindles 

D. Ensure that each datastore uses shared spindles 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator observes that virtual machine storage activity on an ESXi 6.x host is negatively affecting virtual
machine storage activity on another host that is accessing the same VMFS Datastore. Which action would mitigate the
issue? 

A. Enable Storage IO Control. 

B. Configure Storage DRS. 

C. Enable the Dynamic Queue Depth Throttling option. 

D. Configure the Disk.SchedNumReqOutstanding parameter. 

Correct Answer: A 

SIOC is extremely powerful, it can increase your consolidation ratios on the storage side, allowing more VM\\'s per
datastore. Which leads to lower storage costs and less administrative overhead. 

So how does it work? At a basic level SIOC is monitoring the end to end latency of a datastore. When there is
congestion (the latency is higher than the configured value) SIOC reduces the latency by throttling back VM\\'s who are
using excessive I/O. Now you might say, I need that VM to have all of those I/O\\'s, which in many cases is true, you
simply need to give the VMDK(s) of that VM a higher share value. SIOC will use the share values assigned to the VM\\'s



VMDK\\'s to prioritize access to the datastore. 

Just simply turning SIOC on will guarantee each VMDK has equal access to the datastore, shares fine tune that giving
you the ability to give VMDK\\'s more or less priority during times of contention. 

Reference: http://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2014/05/enabling-monitoring-storage-io- control.html 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator notices that the time on an ESXi 6.x host is incorrect. 

Which two actions should the administrator take to correct this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Modify the time for the host using the vSphere client. 

B. Correct the NTP settings in the /etc/ntp.conf file. 

C. Configure NTP from the Direct Console User Interface. 

D. Use the vicfg-ntp command from the vSphere Management Appliance. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: 

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_USandcmd=displayKC andexternalId=1005092 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three statements are true when restoring a Resource Pool Tree? (Choose three.) 

A. Distributed Resource Scheduler must be set to manual. 

B. Restoring a snapshot can only be done on the same cluster from which it was taken. 

C. No other resource pools can be present in the cluster. 

D. Restoring a resource pool tree must be done in the vSphere Web Client. 

E. Enabling Enhanced vMotion Compatibility on the cluster is required. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-51/index.jsp?topic=
%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.resmgmt.doc%2FGUID-43B3A1EF- B7FF-421C-96FA-33FA230688BB.html 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator wants to configure a High Availability cluster to allow virtual machines a 10 minute window to shut
down in the event of a Host Isolation incident. What two configuration settings would satisfy this requirement? (Choose
two.) 



A. Set the advanced option das.isolationshutdowntimeout = 10. 

B. Set the advanced option das.isolationshutdowntimeout = 600. 

C. Configure Host Isolation Response to Shut Down and Restart VMs. 

D. Configure Host Isolation Response to Power Off and Restart VMs. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: 

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_USandcmd=displayKC andexternalId=2033250 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator needs to configure a storage solution for a vSphere 6.x implementation with these characteristics: 

Snapshot support 

vMotion Capability 

Clustering across multiple ESXi hosts 

Database application with high transaction count 

vFlash Read Cache 

Which solution meets all of the stated requirements? 

A. A vmdk located on a Shared VMFS datastore 

B. A Physical Mode Raw Device Mapped LUN 

C. A Virtual Mode Raw Device Mapped LUN 

D. A Virtual SAN-based vmdk 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What three supported methods can be used to upgrade a host from ESXi 5.x to ESXi 6.x? (Choose three.) 

A. vSphere Update Manager 

B. vihostupdate 

C. esxcli 

D. vSphere Auto Deploy 



E. esxupdate 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic= %2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.upgrade.doc%2FGUID-
FE668788-1F32-4CB2-845C-5547DD59EB48.html 

 

QUESTION 11

Where is a Virtual SAN Fault Domain configured? 

A. VMware Virtual SAN Cluster configuration 

B. VMware High Availability Cluster configuration 

C. Distributed Resource Scheduler configuration 

D. Datacenter Advanced Settings configuration 

Correct Answer: A 

If your Virtual SAN cluster spans across multiple racks or blade server chassis in a data center and you want to make
sure that your hosts are protected against rack or chassis failure, you can create fault domains and add one or more
hosts to it. 

A fault domain consists of one or more Virtual SAN hosts grouped together according to their physical location in the
data center. When configured, fault domains enable Virtual SAN to tolerate failures of entire physical rack as well as
failures of a single host, capacity device, network link or a network switch dedicated to fault domains. Fault domains
cannot be configured for stretched or metro clusters. 

The number of failures your cluster can tolerate depends on the number of failures a virtual machine is provisioned to
tolerate. For example, when a virtual machine is configured with Number of failures to tolerate=1 and using multiple fault
domains, Virtual SAN can tolerate a single failure of any kind and of any component in a fault domain, including the
failure of an entire rack. When you configure fault domains on a rack and provision a new virtual machine, Virtual SAN
ensures that protection objects, such as replicas and witnesses are placed on different fault domains. If, for example, a
virtual machine\\'s storage policy is Number of failures to tolerate=n, Virtual SAN requires a minimum of 2*n+1 fault
domains in the cluster. When virtual machines are provisioned in a cluster with fault domains using this policy, the
copies of the associated virtual machine objects are stored across separate racks. 

Reference: http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc%2FGUID-849
1C4B0-6F94- 4023-8C7A-FD7B40D0368D.html 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the name of the command line utility that checks for VMFS5 metadata corruption? 

A. vmkfstools ?heck 

B. voma 

C. vmfsanalyzer 

D. esxcli vmfs check 



Correct Answer: B 

It is possible to check VMFS for metadata inconsistency with a tool called VOMA (Vmware Ondisk Metadata Analyser).
With VOMA you can check VMFS3 and VMFS5 datastores. 

Please note, that the tool can only identify problems, as it runs in a read-only mode. So it does not help you to fix
detected errors. 

Reference: http://www.running-system.com/how-to-check-vmfs-for-metadata-corruption- esxi-5-1-and-later/ 
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